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Abstract 

The Arm's Length Principle (ALP) has been broadly adopted by OECD 

countries to avoid the use of firms' internal transfer pricing as a device 

for shifting profits into low tax jurisdictions. While the ALP does not 

affect market outcomes under perfect competition, we show that 

under imperfect competition its adoption is non-neutral: a strict (lax) 

application of the ALP softens competition among subsidiaries 

(parents). Thus, under imperfect competition regulating transfer 

pricing optimally requires trading off its impact on market outcomes 

and tax revenue. 
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rival).

In the absence of the ALP, it has been established that vertical separation intensi-

�es or alleviates competition depending on the nature of the oligopolistic competition:

When �rms compete in prices, vertical separation softens competition, whereas when

�rms compete in quantities vertical separation induces �rms to compete more ag-

gressively �see Vickers (1985), Fershtman and Judd (1987), Sklivas (1987), Alles and

Datar (1998). When the adoption of the ALP leads to market based transfer pric-

ing, our results provide a rationale for vertical separation also when �rms compete in

quantities. Göx (2000) and Dürr and Göx (2011) show that when �rms compete in

prices, the ALP reinforces the e¤ect of vertical separation on softening competition.

Contrary to Göx�s (2000) claim that this result does not �... carry over to the case

of quantity competition because quantities are strategic substitutes...,� our results

show the ALP softens competition even in this case. Moreover, quantity competition

provides a reduced form model for the analysis of more complex forms of imperfect

competition; e.g., capacity choice followed by some kind of price competition �see

Kreps and Scheinkman (1983) and Moreno and Ubeda (2006).

In our framework there are two markets, which we refer to as the Latin market and

the Greek market. There are two �rms engaging in Cournot competition in the Latin

market. These �rms have subsidiaries, which in turn engage in Cournot competition

in the Greek market. We begin by considering two alternative transfer pricing schemes

for intra-�rm transactions. Since competition in the Latin market provides a market

price to impose on comparable market transactions, we study market based transfer

pricing (MB) as the equivalent to theALP as the OECD recommends.2 Alternatively,

we consider transfer pricing not linked to the Latin market, i.e., non-market based

transfer pricing (NMB). We show that MB transfer pricing typically leads to a lower

total surplus, and may lead to larger pro�ts, than NMB transfer pricing.

2Choe and Matsushima (2013) examine the e¤ect of the ALP on dynamic competition in im-

perfectly competitive markets and show that the ALP results in more stable tacit collusion. They

consider a vertically related market with two upstream �rms which supply to their downstream

a¢ liates and other unrelated buyers in the downstream market. The authors consider the price

upstream �rms charge to unrelated buyers as the comparable uncontrolled price for applying the

ALP. In our setting, the price in the home market provides a reliable measure of an arm�s length

result.
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